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May Daze '98 at Wright State University was filled
with carnival rides, games and booths set up by
student organizations. Good times were had by
those who did attend. Overcast weather and scattered rain did not help boost atten dance at the event.
However, it is approximated that2.000people showed
to participate in the games, ride the many rid?s, and
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taste the variety of foods available at May Daze 98.
The loss of beer may have kep 1 many regular May
Daze participants away. This year's event seemed
more family- oriented with participation by parents
and their young children, which kept the carousel in
operation during the day.
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•

selves to participants by selling food or holding
contests to raise money for their organization, while
getting the group 's name out to the WSU public and
explaining their purpose on campus.
Overall. May Daze '98 held up tradition thanks to
participation by student organizations and students
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Stolen rosary has deep value

Pepsi Ball
Challenge
Wright Stale University will
host the Pepsi Ball Challenge
May 8.
Pepsi Ball is played on a
triangular field, with three opposing teams of four players
each trying to throw, roll or
dribble the "Pepsi Ball" into
opposing teams' goals. Beginning with a jump ball, participants play through three fiveminute periods, rotating goals
at each interval. The game itself is a combination of several
sports including basketball,
socccr, lacrosse, handball,
hockey and ultimate frisbee
with skillful teamwork and fastpaced action.
Winners and participants received an assortment of Pepsi

Associate professor offers reward for family heirloom
By AMY PRYOR
News Editor

A S100 reward is being offered
to the person who finds a rosary
thai was stolen May 4 at approximately 12:15 p.m.
The rosary was inside a change
purse that was taken from a bag
that belonged to Beth Lipp, associate professor in the School of Nursing.
"It's not worth anything except
the sentimental value," said Lipp.
The rosary was given to her by her
father after her mother's death 17
years ago. "My mother probably
had it 25 years before it was given
prizes and free Pepsi products.
The event will take place from
11 a.m.- 5 p.m. at the Student
Union Intramural Fields.

Wednesday, M a y 6

Thursday, M a y 7

• Free skin screening from )12 in the Student Health Center.
• Bible Investigation Group
discussion about "Moving Beyond Your Problems" at noon in
W025 Student Union.
• Co-Ed Bible Study on II
Timothy, sponsored
by
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
in the Formal Lounge of the Student Union at 6:30 p.m.
• Thursday Night Thing,
sponsored by the Baptist Student
Union at 7 p.m. in Campus Ministry.
• Bible Study sponsored by

ran down the steps of Allyn Hall.
Lipp then called Public Safely and
filed a report.
The male was wearing a plaid
shin and jeans with a green nylon
jacket with silver sleeves. The plaid
shirt was later found in Millett Hall
by Public Safety.
"If the person who took it reads
this and chooses to return it I will
not press charges," said Lipp. The
rosary has clear crystal faceted
beeds anu no color is on the crucifix. according to Lipp. "I just want
it back, no questions asked," said
Lipp. For more information about
the rosary contact Beth Lipp at
775-2597.

Faculty senate supports Gen Ed changes
The faculty senate voted 17
to 9 in support for the revision of

Campus Calendar
• Bible Study, sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union at noon
in 279 Milieu.
• "The Life in Samuel" a bible
study sponsored by Li fe and Truth
from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. in W025
Student Union.
• Free blood pressure and
blood sugar screenings from 1-3
p.m. in the Student Union Atrium.
• ICC meeting at 2 p.m. in the
cafeteria.
• WWSU general meeting at
3:15 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting at 7:00 p.m. in the Student
Union Organization Offices in
the Student Union.
• AARC executive board
meeting in the Forest Lane Community Center at 7:30 p.m., for
more info call Monica at 7756986.
• AARC meeting in the Forest Lane Community Center at 8
p.m., formorc info call Monica at
775- 6986.

to me." said Lipp.
"The ironic thing is that today
is ihc anniversary of my mother's
death." said Lipp about the theft
occurring in congruence with her
mother's death.
Lipp was witness to the theft of
the change purse. A Caucasian male
approximatelyfivefeet three inches
ta!! walked into her officc while
she checked her mailbox, when
she returned the person passed her
as she was walking into the office.
"I asked what he was doing
there and who he was. He said he
wanted to borrow a pencil," said
Lipp. The male then shut her office
door locking the keys inside then

Campus Bible Fellowship in 162 p.m. in W169 Student Union. For
infocallStacySusottat 775-6383.
Rike Hall at 7 p.m.
• Women's Bible Study on
• Miss Black Wright State Pageant at 7 p.m. in the Student Union relationships sponsored by
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship,
Multipurpose Room.
• "Primetime" sponsored by in the Upper Hearth Lounge at 7
Campus Crusade for Christ at 7:30 . p.m.
• General UAB meeting at 8
p.m. in E163 Student Union.
• Aretha Franklin concert at the p.m. in E157 Student Union.
Tuesday, May 12
Nutter Center at 8 p.m.
• Free HIV Screening from 93 p.m. in the Student Health CenFriday, May 8
• Bible Study, sponsored by the ter.
• 'Sexual Assualt" speech by
Baptist Student Union at 12 p.m. in
K. Koestner at 7 p.m. in the Medi279 Millett.
• Bible Studies from 12-1 p.m. cal Sciencc Auditorium.
and 1-2 p.m. in 350 Oelman Hall,
Wednesday, May 13
sponsored by Campus Bible Fel• Free dental screening from
lowship.
• AARC meeting at 2 p.m. in 10a.m.- noon in the Student Health
Center.
E163 Student Union.
• Bible Study, sponsored by
• Student Government Meeting
Baptist Student Union at noon in
in El57 Student Union at 5 p.m.
• Men's Bible Study on Leader- 279 Millet.
• "The Life In Samuel" a bible
ship sponsored by Intervarsity Chris
tian Fellowship in the Upper Hearth study sponsored by Li fe and Truth
from
noon to 1 p.m. in W025
Lounge at 5:45 p.m.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellow- Student Union.
• Sexual Assault Table sponship mectsat7:30p.m. in 116Health
sored by Campus Ministry from
Sciences building.
1-3 p.m. in the Student Union
Atrium.
Saturday, May 9
• ICC meeting at 2 p.m. in the
• Women's Bible Study on Ruth
& Esther, sponsored by Intervarsity cafeteria.
• WWSU meeting at 3:15 p.m.
Christian Fellowship in the Upper
in W025 Student Unior
Hearth Lounge at 10 a.m.
• Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting at 7 p.m. in the Student Union
Monday, May 11
• Bible Study, sponsored by the Organization Offices.
• AARC executi ve board meetBaptist Student Union at 12 p.m. in
ing in the Forest Lane Community
279 Millett.
• Triumph meeting from 4 p.m. Center at 7:30 p.m., for informato 5 p.m. in W025 Student Union. tion call Monica at 775-6986.
• AARC meeting in the Forest
For information call Connie at 426Lane Community Center, for in
1836.
• CAACURH meeting from 7-9 formation call 775-6986.

General Education guidelines at
Wright State University on May
4. According to General Education Task Force (GETF) cochairs Edgar Rutter and Donna
Schlaghcck, the revision will,
improve the environment for stu-

dents' intellectual growth, to
meet belter the curricular needs
of the university's major programs. to reduce reliance on 400+
seat classes and preserve or enhance writing across the curriculum."

Campus Crime Report
ARSON/RELATED OFFENSES
April 29: A Fairborn resident reported an unknown person flattened four tires on a vehicle parked in Lot 11.
May 2: A WSU employee
reported an unknown person had
discharged a dry chemical fire
extinguisherin the Student Union
Atrium.
May 2: A Sidney resident
reported a criminal damaging
complaint occurring in the Nutter
Center.
LARCENY-THEFT
April 27: A Fairborn resident reported the theft of a purse
and its contents valued at $40
from the basement of the Dunbar
Library.
April 29: A Dayton resident
reported the theft of a saxophone
and case valued at $1450 from
the music lockers in the Creative
Arts Center.
April 29: A WSU resident
reported the theft of a purse and
its contents valued at SI 30 from
the Student Union.
April 30: A Fairborn resident reported the theft of a VCR
valued at S250 from Pine Hall.

May 1: A Fairborn resident
reported the theft of a purse and
its contents valued at $440 from
the Creative Arts Center.
May 2: A Springwood Lane
resident reported the theft of $7
cash from adesk in Hickory Hall.
LIQUOR OFFENSES
May 1: A Dayton resident
was found in possession of an
open container containing alcohol near Forest Lane.
May 1: A Fort Recovery resident was reported with underage
consumption of alcohol by Forest Lane.
May 1: A Yellow Springs
resident was reported for underage consumption and possession
of an open alcoholic container.
May 1: A Dayton resident
was reported with underage consumption and possession of an
open alcohol container.
May 1: A Fairborn resident
was reported with underage consumption and possession of an
open alcohol container.
May 1: A Kettering Resident was reported with underage
consumption and possession of
an open alcohol container.

If your organization would like its meetings and events placed in The
Guardian's calendar, contact Amy Pryor
at 775-5538.
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Debate qets to the heart of SG race

B.. HEATHER
UPATWPP BISHARA
RICHARA
By
Assistant News Editor

Student Government candidates for president and vice
president debated on April 28 about campus issues such as
student involvement and parking in the Student Union Atrium.
SG President/Vice President tickets who participated were
Jared Raftcry/Todd Kochn, Derek Williamson/Grant Knight
and Adam Savino/Kari Sierschula.
The debate, sponsored by The Guardian and the Student
Election Commission, was moderated by Donna Schlaghcck.
director of International Studies and associate professor of
political scicncc, and Craig Napier, opinions editor for lite
Guardian.
Each of die presidential tickets submitted a platform to The
'
. .
Guardian, which were springboards for the questions asked
by Napier and Schlaghcck, as well as participants in the
audience.
Jason Lansdale, student election commissioner, opened
the debate with a brief statement concerning the elections,
followed by a statement by each of the tickets about their
platforms.
"We want to try and boost up student morale and make
students feel like theyreallybelong. Wc want to give students
netting to look forward to," said Williamson.
somctiiing
Shlagheck opened the questioning by asking all candidates
"What is the toppriority for improving the life of students on
campus, why is that and how can it be accomplished?"
"Our number one objective is to increase student involve-

VVcrealize that SG takes up the majority of your time. W c
'"Wc
ment and narticination
realize that SC> takes up the majority of your time. U .
participation on campus. First and foremost we need
to give students what they want. More things can happen with know this from talking to Rich(Garrett)and DonnelKGrcgory)
Wc
are
laking
the minimum amount of credit hours so we can
more initiative. Making SG more accessible to students, by
bringing a table to the Quad where SG delegates can sit. letting devote our time to SG." said Raftery.
"When we decided to run. we understood it would probstudents talk to us will also be beneficial." said Savino.
Napier then asked Kochn and Raftcry what specific issues ably push back graduation a year, but this was the least ol our
worries.
Adam and I arc not involved in any other organizaarc critical to the WSU community at this time.
' The main issue is that WSU is in between a commuter tions We will have the time and make the lime lobe involved."
school and a traditional school. It's having growing pains. The said Sierschula.
Knight and Williamson were asked by a student how they
university must focus more on Greek housing and more oncampus housing. The question is. will it stay a commuter support a platform concerning mass quantities of alcohol when
neither of them are 21 years old.
school or go traditionally-based," said Kochn.
"I'm not saying to go out and poison yourself. As far as age
When asked why SG has not addressed students' issues,
not promoting
each of the candidates were able lo
to reply/Previous
reply.Previous Student isconcerncd. alcohol is what people
i - want, we're„—r,"
"'
Governments didn't meet the needs of lolling students know or condemning it. You have to he sponsible. MidI Knight
..... was going on. w
i-i'/i students in
about
"Alcohol
what
We asked
in ih,the dorms.
dorms, lor
for.about
"Alcohol has
lias good
goodeffects
effects and
and bad
badeffects.
effccts. Alcohol
Alcohol isisbad
back
a week, if they know what was going on and there was serious inThcRal. Youcangothcre.havcabccrand recreate abii. You
miscommunication.This is why wc plan on printing a monthly/ could increase revenues by having people gather at The Rat
••
• i o
I v i ^ v r o Kbasketball
u
tT
' i m i K : i nand
i l t h then
e n ^ hshuttle
l l t t l i ' I d lo
i h l 'the
N l l NutlcrCentcr."
I t l T v ClllCf.
before
games
bi-monthly newsletter about SG," said Savino.
"It's not that SG hasn't addressed issues. It has to do with said Williamson.
Last Wednesday's SG debate lasted an hour and a half and
the students' attitude. Most people don't care much about what
was attended by approximately 80 people. All of the candiis going on," said Knight.
dates
felt the debate went very well. "Too bad there wasn't
"SG has always been a one-term administration and after
fall quarter, they simply play catch-up. We would like to bring more of a turnout because a lot of good things were expressed,"
debate went well. They definitely added
in a diverse and younger caninct,
cabinet, wnicn
which is uuuai
crucial .o
to uuuumg
building said Sicrschula.'Thc
—-the groundwork and continue the footprints Jared and I would to the election process said Knig
like to lay for die future of SG," said Koehn. A studenl from ihc
"I have a ve^ positive oui'ookon^- dec.
audience asked the candidates if they knew what duties and die justice will prevail, said Lansdale. rhe SG clccUons beg
amount of work it would take it elected to SG.
. May 6 and end May .

odd Koehn/Jared Paftery

Adam Savino/Kari Siershula

C.ant Knight/Derek Williamson

Road work to begin in front of the Nutter Center
"Bidding on the intersection project will
begin June 10. Construction should start
thirty to sixty days later. It should be underWright State University students will see way in July or August," said Loy.
Some improvements will directly benmore construction begin over the summer as
the intersection of Colonel Glenn Highway efit WSU, the removing of the concrete
and North Fairfield Road is improved upon. island in the Nutter Center entrance to make
According to Frank Loy, public works room for a left turn lane and the addition of
director for the City of Fairborn. plans to a second right turn lane on North Fairfield
widen Colonel Glenn Highway from the 844 Road.
"Presently there is a left turn lane that can
overpass to Paramount Drive and expand
North Fairfield Road 500 feet north and be changed into a through lane for events at
the
Nutter Center. The second turn lane will
south of the intersection will be carried out
alliw
for a change
in layout.
Wc can hav
[by
) y (the
III U
Ohio
IIIU L
Department
/ t ' | i a i l l l l b l l l uof
i Transportation
Iiaiupuuuuui.,
f
'

By KATHERINE GUTWEIN
For The Guardian

•>..»
u r n lm>u<
n r l itwo
t i / n ithrough
h r m i i ? h ilanes
n n i 1 * ; iinto
nln
ihi» vr»nr
nnc*>ihlv spring,"
s n r i l l P . " ssaid
a i d Loy.
L()V. T
h()S(
the
year, possibly
Those
two I>«(i
left tturn
lanesoand
who need to travel through the area are asked
the Nutter Center at all times," said Loy.
Other improvements to be made include to be aware of what will go on.
"Understand that this will be a construcadding a second through lane lo castbound
Colonel Glenn Highway, another left turn tion zone, more time may need to be taken to
lane from westbound Colonel Glenn High- get through the intersection because one or
way onto North Fairfield Road and adding two lanes will be closed at any given time.
concrete islands and pedestrian crosswalks The construction will happen in four stages,
so every few weeks a different section will
to the intersection.
These changes will affect intersection be shut down. People coming from any ditraffic during most of the coming school rection will be affected at some point, they
ycar."The bulk of the physical changes need to pay attention lo the changes." said
should take about 90 days, but the project Loy.
will not be fully completed until the end of

CASA holds forum to discuss Sexual Assault Awareness week
representatives from the Association for Women's Equality and
Residence Services.
Plans were made for campus
Wright State University's Coalition Against Sexual Assault held activities, with a wide range of
an open forum for Sexual Assault focuscs.
Plans include a presentation by
Awareness Week on April 29 in
the offices of Student Life in the Katie Koeslner, a campus daterape
survivor and activist, on May
Student Union.
CASA's co-chair Amy Sues 12 in the Medical Scicnccs Auditoheld the meeting as a way lo deter- rium. A reception will follow for
mine what activities students those who are interested.
The group assembled for the
wanted for SAAW. It was attended
by a number of students, including open forum chose a sequence of

BY ANGELLE HANEY
Staff Writer

activities to involve and enlighten
the WSU studenl body. These
events will primarily take place the
evening of May 13.
A public speak-out in the amphitheater. open to both men and
women, will begin the program at
approximately 7:30 p.m. Following that.there will bea'Takc Back
the Night" march for the women,
while a discussion group for men
will be held in Milieu
Sues said that they have had
such men's groups in the past, "but

they haven't gotten enough fol- those women who might not be
comfortable in public needed a safe
low-up."
After the march, both men and space to share their own experiwomen will regroup on the Quad ences."
Sues said she was pleased with
for a name-burning ceremony. "It's
a symbol of release, of letting go the turnout for the forum, which
and surviving," a student partici- was better than shccxpectcd. "Any
real activism by its nature has to be
pator said.
After the burning ceremony, student-driven. It was great to see
there will be a private speak-out the student support."
Any questions about Sexual
for women. "We hoped the public
event would serve to help men be Assault Awareness Week can be
more aware of ihc human cost." directed to Sues at X5543.
Sues said. "But wc also felt like
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New universitv-wide book exchange coming in fall
support, it would be great to expand the database." said Rob
Schneider, chair of IEEE.
The project had apparently been
The Institute for Elcctrical and
Electronic Engineers wants to of- going on informally among engineering
students for quite some
fer Wright State University students a new way to obtain and time. The decision to make it a
discard textbooks every quarter. formalized exchange was made
The book exchange is currently over this past Spring Break.
"The idea, and the will behind
limited to students in the College
of Engineering, but the group is it, was really a group thing. No one
person, me included, can take credit
hoping to go school wide.
"If there is student interest and for it," Schneider said

ANGELLE HANEY
Staff Writer

available to any student who wants
it. A copy ol the list is also posted
in the case outside the IEEE office,
and on the group's web page.
"A lot of people have been involved this quarter, the first where
we've really been keeping track,"
Schneider said. "I probably got
more than a hundred e-mails. I
even got some of my books for this
quarter."
Schneider said that the number
of participants was considerable.
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Classes
begin In
Mayl

Listen to
Your Friends.

Seen

Don't miss
your chance
to prepare
with the
MCAT
experts.

•-

9 out of 10 alumni recommend
Kaplan MCAT preparation.
-1996 Bmskin-Goldtmg Research Study

Call now to
reserve a
seatl

Classes filling fast. Call today!

expert teachers superior materials smart technology proven results

1-800-KftP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
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"especially considering the small
number of engineering students."
If enough school-widc interest
is generated, Schneider said that
perhaps a way could be found to
organize it on the university's web
site.
Anyone interested in participating. expanding or supporting
the exchange can e-mail Schneider
at s003wrs@ discover.wright.edu.

Union Activities Board Presents
...
MENARE
Country Musician

Concerned About
the MCAT?
%

Through the program, students
can bypass high bookstore prices,
and often get more for the books
then they would simply selling
them back.
Studcntse-mail Schneider, who
coordinates the exchange, with
what books they have. what classes
they're for. how much they want
for them and how they can be
reached.
Schneider then compiles the
messages into a database which is

TUESDAY
MAY 12
7:30 PM

LATE
SHOW

Student
Union
Atrium!

WEDNESDAY
MAY 13 • 7:30 PM

S.U. Multi-Purpose Room

Home City loe
LTJUHKI

SUMMER JOBS
GREAT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES "
The Home City Ice Company is looking to hire students to work during school and summer.

^

ORDER A

'

RICKHOUSE^
PIZZA
^
FROM THE RATs^yj

Home City Ice offers FLEXIBLE hours and EXCELLENT pay for its
employees during the school year and the summer break.

Jobs are available that offer more than 40 hours per week.

Jobs average $6.00 - $10.00 per hour.
Get your APPLICATION in early and get trained, so you can start working
part-time during school & full-time during the summer.
Home City Ice offers job opportunities locally in Dayton as well as in Lima, Columbus,
Cleveland, Toledo, Pittsburgh, and the Cincinnati area.
Our Dayton Plant is located 10 minutes from campus.

W e are looking to hire people for Route Delivery & Packaging.

CALL NOW a

461-6028
Ask for Rob or George

roll Free Number 1-800-283-5511
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New concerns for Internet addiction

By MELANIE GLASS
Staff Writer

As the Interne! becomes increasingly easier
to access, with all residence halls having the
proper hook-ups, there have been concerns
regarding too much usage of the Internet,
according lo Wright State University Psychological Services.
WSU graduate student Keith Beard, who
is currently working on a doctorate in clinical
psychology, has performed extensive research
on Internet addiction.
According to Beard, aconiroversy is brewing on whether there is such a thing as Internet
"addiction." The word "addiction" mainly
pertains to taking drugs, but it also has been
used in reference to sex, gambling, overeating and currently, the Internet.
Persons who have addictive personalities
are most susceptible to being addicted to the
Internet, according to Beard.
Nancy Schindler, director of Psychological Services at the School of Professional
Psychology, defined an addictive personality

as "someone using something external as opposed to using internal strength or interests to
calm or soothe."
Beard gave several signs to suspect a student may have an addiction to the Internet
including problems completing homework
assignments, studying, getting enough sleep
and being alert in class, which can result in bad
grades, academic probation and possibly expulsion.
"If you are depressed or anxious when
you're not or can't have access to the Internet,
you make attempts unsuccessfully to cutback
or modify usage of 'he Internet, you slay on
longer than intended and (the Internet) is
interfering in your daily life, you may have a
problem," said Beard.
Students who think they may have a problem may contact the Center for Psychological
Services for counseling.
Studentsreceivesix one hour sessions per
year for free and students who receive student
health insurance get 16 free sessions per year.
Costs thereafterare $30 persessiondepending
on income.

May is "Wellness Month"

By Katherine Gutwein
For The Guardian
Wright State University's Student
Health Services are hoping to get students
thinking about their health and pressing
health issues by promoting May as
"Wellness Month."
"We have held a wellness fair in the
spring for seven or eight years, but wanted
to increase awareness for health issues,
education and prevention by spreading
things out," said Judith Myers, staff nurse
and wellness coordinator.
"We hope to reach a larger population
and encourage them to take responsibility
for their health. We want to let students
know what they can do and how we can
provide free screenings and information
for them," said Myers.
Students arc encouraged to participate in the HIV screening on May 12.

To h List:
• Remember Mother's Pay!
•

Get Mow Something that she Wants and Needs!

BikeSource to the Rescue!
Raised Handlebars*Added Comfort

Cushy-Comfort Seat

Was $344.99

NOW! $319.99

Specialized Crossroads
Was $269.99

NOW! $249.99

On Sale Just for Mom!
Crassbikes Perfect for Morn or You!

101 E. Alex-Bell Rd. *191
Cross Pointe Shopping Centre

291-3200

SPECIALIZED

The Sanctuary
Nite Club
Your Place to Party 7 Days a Week!
18 AND OVER WELCOME
EVERY NIGHT OF THE WEEK!
SUNDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY
IS COLLEGE NIGHT!
• $3 COVER
• ONLY $2 WITH COLLEGE ID
• 21 AND UP - NO COVER PLUS $1
OFF YOUR FIRST DRINK
(COMPLIMENTS OF DART TRAIN)

Easy t o use grip shift

Alloy Wheels

, K TREK 7 2 0

"At least once a quarter we offer free,
anonymous screenings in conjunction
with the Greene County Combined Health
District. Students make an appointment
for the blood to be drawn and they have an
appointment with a counselor about two
weeks later to get the results. If for some
reason they can't make an appointment
we can accept walk-ins," said Gerry Coen,
R.N.. a staff nurse.
Student Health Services will also hold
a sexual assault seminar and mocktails
among the other events planned for the
month.
"We arc happy to be working with the
people on campus such as Peer 2 Peer,
HPR. Public Safety and many more. We
hope that everyone will get involved,"
said Myers.
Student Health Services can be contacted at 775-2552 or in 067 Allyn for
more information regarding any events.

USA

JOHNNY K * b.J. JC JAMHIN' THE
HOUSE WH THE HOTTEST DANCE, TOP
IfO, AND Z&Z0 TUNES IN 10W
JAMMIN1 FROM WM UNTIL CLOSE!
(THAI'S (+ AM ON FRIDAY AND SATUZN O B O D Y I N ^ M V T O N BEATS

OUR NEW SUMMER PRICES:
$2.50 PITCHERS
$1.50 DOMESTIC
The SANCTUARY
6664 B R A N D T P I K E
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(937) 233-8171
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Wright State University

OPINION

For the last time... we re not PR

.
•
. . . . i .t... . u » . A unA n r . i k i n n
<l<» vciih c n n r K ni
Okay, this is the last time wc want to goovcr this. The Guardian isn't vidual who answered the phone had nothing to do with sports or
Daley's commentary but wc suppose this was a fact Fitch didn t get
,i public relations ami of the university. We are an independent
May 6, 1998
publication trying to bring the Wright State community all the news and straight when she called our office.
Daley went to a meeting with Fitchand Athletic Director BobNoss
Issue No. 26 Vol. 33
a variety of the opinions found on this diverse campus. We understand
i discuss the problem. The message we received from Fitch
Editor In Chief - Alexis Larsen
that we will
is no more bad press or no interviews next year. A threat
News Editor - Amy Pryor
not
make
that if held to will unSpotlight Editor - Kelti Durham
anyone truly
doubtedly hurt
Opinions Editor • Craig Napier
happy, but we
i.-T-) a program that
Sports Editor - Una Vitkauskas
want
to
make
Chiet Photographer - Mark Mowrey
' deserves more
itclcar — we
Copy Editor - Sara Gwirtz
attention from
will not be inBusiness Manager •
the
student
timidated
Advertising Manager - Shawn Ruble
body, but won't
Ad Graphics Manager - Sebastian Nester
with threats and
find it in silence
Human Resources Manager - Soan T. Thalcher
unprofessional behavior.
to the school newsProduction Manager • Craig Napier
Which brings us. repaper.
Circulation Manager - Ken Nines
luctantly. toanothcr memAs a side-bar there was a fact wrong in the
Assistant News Editor • Heather M. Bishara
ber of Wright State's
y.
commentary. Hie women's team has had one
Assistant Sports Editor - Cavid Coble
sports administration.
winning season, the year it became a NCAA
Administrative Assistant -Teresa Hensley
Women's Basketball
Division I team 1987 - '88, and Daley said they had
Advertising Reps - Trisha Campbell, Joe Jessup Coach Lisa Fitch. In
Staff Writers - Dave Biddle, Tiffany Brown, Matt
never had one.
response to a recent com
Daley. Jennifer Drummer. Kim Fricke,
Also on the sports side. Marvin Rodgers rementary. on the team, which
Melanie Glass, Angelle Haney, Brian Joo
cently got on a sports writer accusing him of
Staff Photographers - Matthew Hudson.
means the informatior
slandering him and bringing down his race. There
Adam Roe
was presented as an
isn't any reaction really except the truth hurts
Technology Supervisor- Jason Sanders
opinion not as fact.
sometimes and slander is spoken, we write.
Faculty Advisor - Jeff John
Fitch called the
It's funny. the athletic department isn't the only group
Student Medis Coordinator - Gerry Petrak
Guardian and furiangry with what we write, but they seem to have more
ously demanded that the
The Guardian is primed weekly during the
individuals
who are the first to become irate and threatregular school year. It is published by students of
author, Matt Daley, call
Wright State University in Dayton. Ohio. Editon, ening about it. Makes us wonder if the rest of you aren't
als without bylinesreflectthe majority opinion of
her and "gethisdamn
plotting against us. at least athletics lets us know, sometimes
the editorial board Views expressed in columns,
facts straight"
cartoons and advertisements are those of the writit's a little loud and abusive, but they do.
ers. artists and advertisers.
before
he
The Guardianreservesthe right to censor or
wrote another
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptancerolesesstory. Now. the indi-
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tablished by The Guardian All contents contained herein are the express property of The
Guardian. Copyright privilegesrevertto the writers. artists, and photographers of specific works
after publicaUon, The Guardianreservesthe right
repnnt works in future issues.
C1997 The Guardtan

Letters

to the Editor

•The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary' pieccs
from students, faculty,
administrators and staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday proceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
•All letters arc subject to editing lor
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding io another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used
• E-mail to
isOOIncn@discover.Wright.cdu

Raider Voices

Should The Guardian limit itself to only
positive coverage of WSU?

John Jewell
First year
student
"I feel any kind of censorship is a negative
thing. If there are negatives to be told it's
better to come out, so it can change. II ifisnt
toid there won't be change."

"1 think if it just gave positive coverage it
wouldn't be tcllinu the truth if all you put the
Coody-two-shoescoverage then all vou have
is the sugar coated truth, not necessarily the
( u ( . j ..

Brian "Killer B" Lowcry
ore. Elementary Education
"! guess if you're a newspaper you have the
right to print anything you want. You're not
'here to do anything but report the good and
'he bad. it should be both. People at WSU
have a problem with reaction and no actton
* somebody doesn't like that then they need
to get out and do some reporting.

guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5536
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775-5536

'Brooke Thompson
Freshman, Education
"No, because students should know every- ' No. because you need constructive
thing that goes on." photos by Mark Mowrey cism in any circumstance lo grow."

Jessica Higgins
freshman. Dance
No. I think not. All news is good news and
;hould report all the news."
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A humble endorsement of a SG presidential ticket

/ * I '*^1
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By Craig
Napier
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dent Government presidential/vice presidential
debate in the atrium. I'm sure some grim excuse
about class and time would suffice, but what
about the government.
True, SG has a somewhat maligned past, including administrations that left the student oody
wondering what, if anything, did they do lor us.'
Last week, we saw three very different realities in the three choices for 98-99 SG leadership.
Warning. 1 am about to say who 1 think is the best
candidate, if you don't care or already will vote
for your friend then stop. Save us both the aggra-

•
ihey want in an cffcctive manner. This is the most
I Thc.choice
,
importantfact
facttoo
toomo,
me.because
becauseevery
everychange
changeatat
to me is simple. Jared Raftcry„.i
and important
Todd Kochn presented themselves in an effective Wright State is a fight, especially when it involves
manner and appeared to understand many of the telling the almighty administration that they arc
issues important to me and what I believe will he wrong about something.
When dealing with the public and the adminisnecessary for WSU to grow into a better place.
The other candidates, on one hand, seemed far too tration it is just as important to have an effective
congenial and non committal or on the other hand presentation style as it is to have your facts straight.
1 think these two have this and the others do not.
too much like Bill and Ted.
This is what 1 sec in the Raftery/Koehn ticket,
1 don't agree with Raftery/Koehn KM) percent
and if it isn't the case and they win 1 know where
but rather 1 think they have the skills and the
their office will be so I'll
gumption to at least make a run for being
a leadership that will fight for what

letters to the editor

Drop/Add story inaccurate
.

I am writing iu response to the
inaccuracies of the article titled
"Faculty senate to vote on drop/
add changes" that appeared in the
April 29 issue of the Guardian.
The article stated that the Faculty Senate would be voting on
changes to the course drop and add
policies. The Faculty Senate has
already voted on and approved both
policy changes. The vote to be taken
on May 12 will be a vote of the
general faculty. In the body of the
story. I am misquoted as saying
that the policies would take effect
for Fall Quarter 1998. If these policies
oy m
cies arc
are approved
approved by
thec general

r .
.L- Board
O
1of
„ 1Trustees,
T,,..
faculty
andI the
the policies would take effect J anuary 1. 1999.
In regards to the re-evaluation
of these policies by the University
Curriculum Committee, the committee discussed and voted on both
policies before the Enrollment
Planni ng Council looked at the proposals. The Enrollment Planning
Council was asked to look at the
proposals because of some questions concerning the feasibility of
implementation of these policies.
'Hie Curriculi; m Committee looked
at the questions that wcrc raised,
but icu
felt tumiuumMw
comfortable with v*,..*..—
continuoui

inn the
th.- process
nr«wt»« of
of having
having these
thcs<
ing
policies approved. The committee
sent them on to the Faculty Senate
to be discussed and voted on.
I feel it is important for everyone to know the complete facts
about this issue, because the information in the original story was
incorrect and very confusing.

Jeff Gardner
Senior, Mechanical Engineering

SABB continues WSU's
assault on Greek system

All major universities have dents per quarter that they deal
large, well-developed and well with. Their answer, on average 2supported Greek systems. WSU 4 students. Secondly. BSU will
has repeatedly refused to help our receive S18,419 next year and over
Greek system and the Student Ac- half of that money will be given to
tivities Budget Board has contin- four members of their executive
board to pay their tuition: And
ued this tradition.
I was a member of the SABB third. Lambda Union has been
during Spring Quarter 1997. Dur- bumped up to $8,854 for the 98-99
ing the Spring Quarter, the board school year.
My problem is the proportionsets the budget for the upcoming
ality of the allocations. GAC rep.
•
« U . . A i r A n t e <\*r.»r i n d
i l w i n ' t feel M
i ' i ' t ' D l t ' d iamong
l l t l O f H ? tthem
i l C i l l >1
accepted
as school year. During the evaluater
replaying
the
events over and didn't
tion process, guidelines and fund- resents far more people than these
over in the arms of a friend, I decided other members did. Also, since I
ing priorities arc overruled by opi n- organizations do and GAC continthat 1 wanted an explanation as to wasn't among the favorites I wasn't
ues to have its budget cut in order
ion.
why. Iwent back to the Nutter Cen- as accepted either. It's not that the
The Greek Affairs Council is to support increases in tuition subter and approached the advisor of coaches ever verbalized this but the
my main concern. The SABB has sidies for their officers. Fraternithe team and asked if I could talk to many times that I was placed in the
continuously cut G AC's budget in ties and sororities are forced to be
her. She asked if I could come back back of a routine showed this. It's
order to support more preferred mostly self-supported and none of
not caring to see or acknowledge the not that I wasn't doing well but the
coachcs felt that the ones in the front organizations. G AC represents 17 our officers arc paid.
hurt I was experiencing.
Dr. Abrahamowicz, please step
social fraternities and sororities on
Her friends told 'her that they knew what they were doing, which
this campus, involving approxi- back and take a look at how WSU
would wait while she talked to mc. I saw many times wasn't happening
allows student tuition dollars to be
mately
500
students.
During
the
I'm writing to expose the things
She told me that the only reason why
last two years, G AC has had S1,000 distributed. The Greek system is
I didn't make the first cut was my that went on. Despite the lack of
cut in funding by Budget Board, an asset to WSU and it could be
technical ability, other than that I encouragement and lack of commuwhile other organizationscontinu- even so much more if WSU would
was described as a great dancer. To nication by the coaches, 1 was hopactually show support for it. Someously get raises.
me that didn't sound like a reason- ing to come back and do one of the
This is not an argument of who thing needs to be done to ensure
able enough explanation as to why I things that I love the most, dance.
should be funded; this is an argu- our money is allocated fairly.
didn't make thefirstcut. In my heart But as a result of my love, I became
As a member of PHI KAPPA
ment of proportionality. Three
I felt that the decision was made a victim of the political system. I
organizations come directly to TAU, we want this university to
prior to tryouts. They used the try- want to address prospective memstop hurting our Greek system and
mind.
First,
the
Ombuds
was
creouts as a legitimate means to termi- bers to be aware and not believe all
ated with good intentions - to help to start helping us. Without a strong
nate my membership from the team. the hype regarding the dance team.
students in conflict with the uni- and growing Greek system, this
This experience has taught me to Because when you actually get in
versity. They have recently re- campus will never grow out of its
believe in myself and understand and experience it, it's a whole differceived a raise in funding to local, commuter mentality as it
that politics doesn't only exist in ent story.
SI0.734. During the 1997 budget wishes.
government Since I was quiet and
Jacob Bash ore
Erika R. Moore proposal meetings, they were asked
kept io myself instead of wagging
Phi Kappa Tau
to approximate the number of stubehind the heals of the coaches . I Freshman, Elementary Education
Gardner is Student Government
Representative for the College of
Engineering and Computer
Science.

Former member speaks out
against Emerald Jazz politics
. . .

•

•

As a former dedicated member
of the Emerald Jazz dance team. I
want to share the turmoil that I've
experienced. Recently tryouts wcrc
held for the upcoming98/99 season.
Since I wasn't one of the members
who received a letter stating that I
was on scholarship, I had to go
through the process again. I was
under the impression that the clinics
would be held from April 27 through
April 30 and tryouts would be held
May 2. Upon arrival at the Nutter
Center I discovered a totally different thing. A scries of cuts would be
made with the first one occurring
that night. After performing 5 technical moves the list of those who
made thefirstcut was read. I wasn't
one of them.
My initial reaction was shock
which gradually developed into an
intense anger. I was waiting for one
of the coachcs to approach me with
some kind of explanation but they
didn't budge, as if they never saw
my face before. I immediately left
feeling quite shaken and numb. Af-
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If you see news on campus, or have a tip,
contact A m
' a t 775-5538.
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I Escorts

• (Student Association For Escorts)

ATRIUM SU
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The Department Of Public
Safety Offers Free Safety
Escorts, 24 Hours A Day, 7
Days A Week. S.A.F.E. Is
Staffed By Wright State
University Students.
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•Highly Trained
•Professional and Courteous
••Concerned About Your Safety on Campus
(•Complete Safety Escorts To Your Vehicle,
1 Residence Community, or Any Other
I Facility on Campus
bWright State University Police Officers and
I Student Patrol Officers Serve as Escorts
j When S.A.F.E. is not Available
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SPOTLIGHT

Canidates compete for crown
By KELLI DURHAM
Spotlight Editor
Poise, intellect and leadership make up the candidates
for the eighth annual Miss Black Wright State University
pageant. The pageant will lake place May 7 at 7:00 p.m. in
the Multipurpose Room. The theme this year is "Phenomenal Woman: Strong Black Loving and Proud.

\

I
I
i

I
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There are five contestai ts competing for the crown as
opposed to the eight membc s last year. Thefivecontestants
are Tiffany Brown, Ticrr; Hurd. Veronica Njodinizeh,
Cardace Staten and Jillian J innings. According to Johnson.
"All of the young ladies arc >ood representatives for Wright

State."
Before the pageant tak :s place there is a preliminary
this year. Individuals
selection. There were 27
interested are judged on
GPA. community service,
on and off campus activities, letters of recommendation and a 300 to 500 word
essay.
The pageant will begin
with the introduction of the
judges and the announcer
Natasha Williams from
Channel7 news. Following
the introductions, there will
befivecategories the young
ladies will participate in.
Business wear, talent, sun
wear, formal wear and spontaneous questioning will be
the events judged. The
judges will look for communication skills, poise, presenting in a natural manner
and good representation.
First runner up will receive a $500 scholarship, a
sash and a trophy. The winner of the competition will
receive a SI,000 scholarship, a sash, trophy, crown
and the responsibility of coordinating next year's pageant. "I feel it will give
anotheryoung lady achancc
to have the wonderful experience that I had," stated
Johnson about giving upher
reign over Wright Slate.
"In honor of the late
president Harley Flack, a
portion of the proceeds will
go to a cancer fund and during the event there will be a
dedication to Dr. and Mrs.
Flack for their hard work
Jillian Jennings, Tiffany Brown, Veronica Njodinizeh, Candace Staten anc
and service to Wright State,"
Tierra Hurd prepare for Miss Black Wright State University.
stated Johnson. The pageant is sponsored by Black Student Union and the Office of
Cynthia Johnson was crowned Miss Black Wright State
Admissions. Other funding is done through fur.J-raising.
University last year and has coordinated the pageant this
year. She commented on her experience, "This year has BSU donates the money for the scholarships.
Anticipation has not hit some of the participants yet. 1
mlny ^ r t u n i t i e s . ' u ^ w o n d c l f u l experience. 7 was do not fecincrvous yet, unless I start to think ^outu.We're
able tobJild leadership skills and communication skills that still in denial. We don t realize how close wc are.
will be beneficial for my future."
A committee was set up to help with coordinating the
anticipated night. Mandisa Embry is one of the committee

t

Hurd

Jillian
Jennings

Tiffany
Brown

Veronica
Njodinizeh

Candace
Staten

Tierra
Hurd

- stressed about it. 1 have a lot of other things going
"I'm
on right now." commented Brown regarding her anxiety.
members and participated last year. Embry helped partiShe
ci- went
— on to say. "I'm proud of the group~effort.and help
• ,h„
pants with the talent part of the show and with their walks for I've received from all the organizations and especially
pnotos By Mark Mowrey
the runway. She also helped with the fund-raising for the committee members.
event.

NEED MOTORIST ASSISTANCE?
CAMPUS SHUTTLE INFORMATION?

CALL
775-56931
•Jl
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Shuttle

For More Info Call the
Parking Help Line
at 775-5693.
Help Line Hours are:
8AM-10PM Man. to Fri
9:30AM-9:30PM Sat.
5&M-9PM Sua.
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Play opens eyes to spirituality

The Youruba
The scenes are entitled "Chocolate spirit
spirit The
Youruba Artist.
Artist.
Franklin is representing power,
Baby: Excavation and Interpretations." "Moonbeams." "Praise and identity and what it means and people
of color in the Americas all from a
On Mav 15 and 16 Slick Wimin Devotion" and "Get It Off Your political perspective.
Productions will present The Last Chest."
She said they formed the idea of
All the poets will be performing
Days Series Presents: "Day 4:
in the scenes and using their own doing this project by brainstorming
Maskcrade, A Poetic Play."
with the individuals involved. ToIt will be shown in the Directing original material.
DeJesus will be dancing as well gether they came up with a play that
Lab of the Creative Arts Center.
portrays themselves and their feelBothshowsbcginat7:30p.m. Tick- as performing poetry The play is ings about society.
ets are $4 dollars in advance and $5 partly discussing how black people
"Day 4: Maskcrade. A Poetic
at the door. To.buy advance tickets have used masks in various life situ- Play," is a production of a multitude
ations.
call Foladc at (937) 760-1689.
It discusses African ancestors of ideas, feelings, emotions and hisThis play will be the fourth pertory from African to the Americas,
formance in a seven series venture and things of the past as well as the ancient days of long ago to the
with Stick Wimin Productions. The discussing the experiences of people present. Paul Laurence Dunbar
play will star Folade Mondisa of of color in Africa and the Americas. wrote a poem. "We Wear the Mask
Wright State, Krista Franklin, a It's "about spirituality, education that best explains this play.
graduate student at Wright State within the Americas, slavery, findWe wear the mask tluti grins and
University, Carmen Lee, a resident ing yourself and praise. Some of lies. It hides our cheeks and shades
poems
are
inspirational."
said
of Yellow Springs and Freddie
our eyes,-This debt we pay to human
De Jesus, a former dancer with Day- Folade.
The concept of the mask is per- guile: With torn and bleeding hearts
ton Contempora'y Dance Company.
we smile. Ami mouth with myriad
Two saxophonist that will also sonified by the mask used on the
subtleties.
promotion
about
the
play.
The
mask
be playing throughout the play. Will
Why should the world be overDunford a former student of the originates from the Youruba cul- wise. In counting all our tears and
University of Dayton and presently ture.
It is an Egungun headdress that sighs? Nay. let them only see us.
a teacher and Charles Cooper of the
while
Charles Cooper Quartet from Ohio literally means Masquerade. It is
We wear the mask.
State University will play. The cos- associated with the celebration of
We smile, but O great Christ,
the
power
and
presence
of
the
ancesThe above is an example of an Egungun Headdress,
tumes are being donated by
our cries To theefrom tortured souls
tors in the life of the living.
displayed in the Fowler Museum of Cultural History.
L'Amour.
arise.
We sing, but oh the clay is vile
The
people
of
the
Egungun
faith
This is a mask that literally means Masquerade.
This play is "about a lot of
Beneath
our
feet,
and
long
the
mile;
things." said Foladc. The play is believe in their connection to ances- But let the world dream otherwise.
composedof twoactsand fourstcncs tors. An Egungun Masquerade is
We wear the mask.
the —
ancestral
with an intermission between acts.
acts, the
the personification
pcrson.ticat.on of
o. <nc
with

o«f TIFFANY
T.CPAMV M.
M BROWN
BROWN
By
Staff Writer

Movie sends message to audience
everyone leaving ihc theater happy situation he has been pressed into
yourself the same question. What earlier.
regarding his son.
His father Jake (Denzel Wash- kind . If you think this picture is
Composer Aaron Copland has
is it all really about? I think the
ington in a performance of sheer like all the rest, I have to set you whipped together an astounding
answer is crystal clear.
straight right now. He Got Came is
brilliance,
truly
one
of
his
finest
Screen newcomer Ray Allen is
simply not your average sports film. accompanying score to the film
no newcomer to the business and moments), on the other hand, has
In this shell of a basketball pic- that adds insight and a much needed
sport of basketball. Everyday dur- nothing but memories. Being ture we now have a family drama. epic feel to help broaden the scope
ing the basketball season he is a locked up in prison has taken its Jake has disappointed, pushed and and universal meaning brought
star for the Milwaukee Bucks in loll on Jake, but a chance break ultimately never been there, for forth by Lee's screenplay. Add in
might be heading his way.
Lee's unique visual storytelling
the NBA.
The stale governor has informed Jesus.
For his new role he portrays the
Jake is not his father, he is a techniques and what's le It? Apownation's number one high school the warden (Ned Beatty) thai Jake si.anger. Knowinglhis, Jake takes crful filmexaminingatimely(busibasketball
recruit
Jesus can have his sentence reduced on his time and uses patience in trying ness and sports) and touching issue
Shultlesworth outofConey Island, the basis that he persuade Jesus to
(father/son relationships) to which
to talk to his son.
Brooklyn, New York. For every- sign with Big State University, the
His longing for Jesus is evident we can all relate.
one else it seems nothing could be governor's alma mater. Jake ac- in the silence and awkwardness
Spike Lee's He Cot Game is a
better. He is a star, he'll make cepts the challenge and for the next when dealing with him. Explana- very different film. We see the
week
he
is
let
out,
given
an
apartmillions in the NBA and all his
tions and excuses are useless, and pressures placed on talent today
"friends" and neighborsfigureihey ment, some cash and two parole
and the troubles the talent has in
Jake knows it.
can have their own little piece of officers (one being the intimidatIn all of this, Jake finds time to learning how to copc with it.
ing Jim Brown) to follow him
The finale isn't a huge buzzerJesus.
find himself as well. Alone in his
To him, it isn't so easy. The around.
apartment, he is able to think and beating event, it's a personal, emoThis
is
where
the
film
plays
college signing date is just a week
eventually befriend a battered pros- tional collision... father and son in
away, so the pressures of signing with the viewer. In a subtle way it tilute named Dakota (Milla a game of one-on-one, but not just
with the right school or even possi- shifts gears and transforms, chang- Jovovich).
in basketball, but also to underbly jumping straight to the NBA ing what one might have thought
Without thinking or trying con- stand one another. Here, Jesus is
was
going
to
be
a
typical
basketdraft is starting to weigh him down.
sciously, Jake releases Dakota from able to see the truth in his father
On top of that he must make the ball picture into a truly original her wasted life and enables her to and also the sorrow and pity that he
right choice for his sister whom he work. The typical sports film be- get on her feet again. This in turn has become. This speaks truth on
has provided for since his father ing the two teams squaring off in helps him learn how to handle the a much larger scale for all.
was sent upstate to Attica six years ihe end, one team winning it all and
•

By BRIAN JOO
Staff Writer
Spike Lee always has something on his mind, something to
say to the audience of his films.
His strong personality, intellect and
amazing vision allow him to be
one of today's leading and most
influential (not to mention controversial) directors.
In his latest project, Lee tackles
a different style of subject matter
away from the numerous racial
conflicts that have streamed
through previous works.
Well known as a long lime New
York Knicks basketball fanatic,
Lee now gels up out of his courtside seat at the Garden and steps
onto ihc hardwood to play some
ball.
In this story of one of our
nation's mosl beloved games. Lee
integrates America's most growing passion: new found interest in
the sports world . . . money, fame
and looking out for number one.
That may seem a bit harsh and
pessimistic of me to say, but ask
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Raiders plunder Bowling Green
By MATT DALEY
Staff Writer
The Wrighl Slate baseball team
continues to wind their way towards the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference tournament, as they
have only one regular season game
left.
The Raiders played four games
last week, with one rainout against
Kent. They won the first game 6-2
over Bowling fireen on April 29.
At Wright Field, the Raiders
used a three run home run by senior
Jason Cohill in the first inning to
jump out to the early lead. WSU
built the lead to 5-0 after three
innings and cruised from there,
pounding out ten hits and stealing
five bases against eight Falcon
pitchers.
Senior Bill Stosik and freshman Jim Morris each had three
hits, and six different Raiders
scored. Senior Corey Ellis started
and pitched the first three innings

for his fourth win. Junior Todd
Cerankowski pitched the final two
for his first save of 1998.
WSU went on its final regular
season road trip May 2-3 at Cedar
Falls. IA. Th- Raiders were swept
in three games with St. Ambrose
and Northern Iowa.
On May 2, St. Ambrose jumped
on Ellis for four first inning runs
and led 6-1 going to the bottom of
the ninth. Ambrose pitcher Brian
Lohrer walked the bases loaded,
then gave up a grand slam to senior
Towann Jenkins.
That was all he would allow in
the ninth inning of a 6-5 loss. WSU
left lOmcnonbaseas Ellisdroppcd
to 4-7.
In the May 3 doubleheader
against NIU, the Raiders lost both
ends, 3-2 and 9-7.
The first game saw juniorCascy
Sanford pitch a complete game,
but he gave up the winning run
with one out in the bottom of the
seventh. Junior Brian Bautsch had

four hits, a run and a RBI. but WSU
left eleven men on base. In the final
game, WSU gave up five runs in
the sixth to fall behind 9-3, and
couldn't complete a rally that tallied only four runs.
Junior Dusty Beam got three
hits in the losing effort. WSU is
now 20-31 on the season and will
finish with only their fifth losing
record in Coach Ron Nischwitz's
23 seasons.
However, it is the second in the
last three years they have failed to
earn a .500 mark.
The Raiders return home for
their last regular season game today at 3:00 against Ohio University.
Seven seniors will be honored
for their service as it is Senior Day
at Wright Field. WSU will then go
to the MCC Tournament May 810 in Chicago, IL.
They will be the fourth seed
and face fifth seed Cleveland State
at 11:30 on May 8.

Senior center fielder Bill Stosik collected six hits and
scored four runs last week.

Wright State completes regular
season, MCC tournament next
ing with two in the seventh to
come away with a 8-3 victory.
Junior pitchcr Kelly Hcrbst lost
The Wright State Softball the game for Wright State. She
team closed out regular season allowed eight earned runs.
Senior rightfielder Amanda
action last week.
On April 29 Wright State Kcndrick had two hits for the
hosted Toledo in a double- Raiders and freshman catcher
header. In the first game, both Crissy Crowe had two hits and
teams struggled to score runs two RBI's. Wright State closed
in the first six innings. Then out regular season play on May
Toledo exploded for seven runs 2 as they faced MCC rival
in their half of the seventh in- Loyola of Chicago in a doubleheader at Butler University.
ning to win 7-0.
In the first game the RamJunior pitchcr Angle Hook
took the loss for the Raiders. blers scored two runs in the
She gave up six runs, but only first and a single run in the
iwo were earned as Wright State third.
That was all the runs Loyola
committed four errors.
In the second game, Toledo needed as Wright State's bats
jumped on the Raiders for three were silenced by the Ramblers'
runs in the lop of the first. pitching and Loyola won 3-0.
Hcrbst was the losing
Wright State responded with
one run in the first and then pitcher for the Raiders. She
tied the game at three with two gave up three runs, two were
earned. Catcher Crowe had two
in the third inning.
The Rockets took the lead hits for Wright State.
The Raiders had better luck
for good when Ihcy scored three
runs in the fourth to take a 6-3 in the second game as they came
lead. Toledo finished the scor- away with a 5-1 victory.
By DAVID COBLE
A s s i s t a n t S p o r t s Editor

Senior right fielder Amanda Kendr
in hitting with a .370 average.

ight State

Wright State scored two
runs in the third and Loyola
scored a run in the fifth to make
the score 2-1. Then the Raiders
scored three runs in the seventh to ice the game.
Pitcher Hook went the distance for Wright State. She limited Loyola to seven hits and a
run.
After last week's action, the
Raiders finish the regular season w i t h a l 5-29 record overall
and a 7-5 record in MCC play.
Wrighl Stale will be the third
seed in the MCC Softball
Championship and will face
sixth-seeded Cleveland Stale
on May 8 at Pulaski,WI. The
tournament is double elimination.

Up next:
MCC tournament
Wright State
vs.
Cleveland St.
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WSU golfers finish MCC tourney this weekend
spring season
By MATT DALEY
Staff Writer

By MATT DALEY
Staff Writer
The Wright State golf learn
finished the spring season with
the three round Cleveland Slate
Invitational on May 2 and 3.
The two-time defending champions of the Midwestern Collegiate Conference placed fourth out
of ten teams. They also finished
second amongfiveteams from the
MCC in the tournament.
The Raiders started slow, posting a first round score of 307.
They rebounded in round two,
however, improving hv ten
strokes. WSU improved even more
in the final round by scoring 290
over the final 18 holes.
The Raidersfinished25 strokes
behind the Cincinnati Bearcats,
who won the tourney.
The second and third place
teams were much closer, its Cleveland State was only two shots
ahead of WSU. and St. John's
finished at 893, one stroke below

the Raiders.
As for the other MCC schools.
Wisconsin-Green Bay finished tied
for sixth, while Detroit Mercy finished eighth and Butler was in tenth
and last place.'
Junior Jim Henderson. MCC
Golfer of the Week for the second
straight week, placed second. He
had scores of 74, " 2 and 71 for a
total of 217.
Hendersonfinishednine strokes
behind the leader. Jim Herman of
Cincinnati won the tourney with an
eight-under-par 208.
Looking at other Raiders, freshman Junichi Hayashi tied for fourth
place and scored a 219 for the threerounds.
He had roundsof 73,74 and 72,
respectively. Senior Gricr Bryant
tied for 23rd place with a score of
227 and senior Scott Belair rounded
out the top four Raider scores with
a 231.
WSU will go for the MCC golf
crown at the MCC Championship
on May 12-13.

RBIs.
In the second game.alsoat 11:30,
third-seeded Detroit (16-18, 10-8
MCC) will face sixth-seeded UIC
(11-23. 3-16 MCC).
The Titans are the defending
MCC tournament champions and
will be facing the host team. UDM
split a four game set at UIC last
weekend.
Senior Mike Daguanno of the
Titans batted .431 for the season,
and he went 9-18 in the weekend
scries against the Flames.
The last time UIC hosted a conference tournament, in 1993 as members of the Mid-Continent Conference, the Flames won the championship. The winner of the WSUCSU game will then have to face the
top seed. Wisconsin-Milwaukee, at
4:30.The Panthersfinishedthe MCC
season at 14-6 and were 31-13-1
overall.
They are led by the MCC Player
of the Week senior Ken Poniewax
and MCC Pitchcrof the Week, freshman Quintin Oldenburg.
The Panthers look three out of
four games from both the Raiders

It is time for the Midwestern
Collegiate ConferenceTournament,
and the Wright State Raider baseball team is in an unfamiliar position.
Wright State, voted the pre-season favorite to win the MCC, finished at 9-11 and in fourth place.
When the MCC Tournament opens
at Illinois-Chicago on May 8. they
will play thefifth-seededCleveland
State Vikings at 11:30 a.m.
This season, the MCC tournament includes all six teams and will
be double-elimination format as always. CSU finished the MCC season with an 8-11 record, and won
three ofthe four meeti ngs with WSU
this year.
The Raiders arc led by junior
Dusty Beam, who had a career season with a .348 average. 12 homers
and 40 RBIs. He also leads WSU
with 54 tuns and 72 hits. He started
all 51 games. CSU is led by freshman Keith Lillash, who has a .335
average, eight home runs and 35

ACTION comet BMVETHBU

and Vikings in 1998.
At8:30,thewinneroftheUDMUIC game will face second-seeded
Butler (29-19,13-5 MCC). Sophomore pitcher Steve Magill leaus
the Bulldogs with eight wins and
has a 3.27 ERA in 77 innings.
The Bulldogsswcpta four game
series from UIC early in April and
swept a rain-shortened two game
series with Detroit two weeks ago.
The tournament continues with
loser's bracket games on May 9 at
11:30, 4:30 and 8:30 as well as a
winner's bracket game at 3:30.
The winnerof the loser's bracket
will be determined at 1:00 on May
10, with the championship game at
5:00 the same day.
If the winner of the losers
bracket wins the second game on
May 10, there will be a winnertake-all game on May 11. The time
will be announced later.
The winner of the tournament
will play the winner of the MidContinent tournament in an NCAA
Play-In series. The winner of that
will be invited to an NCAA Regional.
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Henderson honored for
second
straight week
By MATT OALEY
R v M A T T n f l l CV

Staff Writer
For the second straight week
and the third time in six weeks,
junior Jim Henderson has been
named Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Golfer of the Week.
Henderson, a native of Lebanon, OH, received the honor for
the weeks of April 28 and May
5.
During the last Two weeks,
Henderson placed sixth at the
Penn State Invitational, scoring
rounds of 70 and 78 for a total
of 148.
He also placed second at last

T...1
weekend's
Cleveland State Invitational.
Henderson was the leading
scorer at five of Wright State's
eight golf tournaments this
spring and sports a 75.5 per
round average in 28 rounds over
fall and spring.
He leads Wright State in
both categories and will take
the Raiders into the MCC
Championship, May 12-13.
Henderson was also named
MCC G .ilfer of the Week for
the week of April 1. Freshman
Junichi Hayashi also won the
honor for WSU during the week
of April 22.

•EARN MONEY
•GREAT W O R K EXPERIENCE
•FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING

W e h a v e a variety of w o r k f o r
N u r s i n g A s s i s t a n t s in N u r s i n g
Homes, Hospitals, & H o m e
Care.
Call or Stop By
Suite 218
HE/XL.TH
tFCWnSCCCE' 3077 Kettering Blvd.
-643-2422

Bengals open minicamp: Plavoff club?
By DAVID BIDDLE
Staff Writer
Head Coach Bruce Coslet
welcomed most of his Cincinnati Bengal players to the mandatory spring mini-camp last
Thursday.
I say most because Coslet
immediately sent home linebacker James Francis and wide
receiver David Dunn for being
overweight and out of shape
Also to the chagrin of
Coslet, running back Corey
Dillon was a no-show on Thursday due to a missed flight. He
did join the team on Friday for
workouts and was reported to
be in tip-top shape at 6 I" 230
lbs.
Dillon won the AFC Rookicof-thc-Year Award last season
even though he started only
seven games.
He amassed 1.126 yards and
nine touchdowns in his first
year and has even bigger goals
for '98. "I want 1,500 yards
this year. 1 set my goals high
so if I fall a little short they're
still up there," said Dillon.
The Bengals hope to have
an effective running game for
the first time in years and Dillon
is the man that could make that
a reality.
Cincy also has the making
of a decent offensive line,
something that has not been
seen in the Queen City since

Please Join Us For Good Morning
and Evening Commuters
Good MorninqCommuters
8:30-10:30am
Wednesday, May 13,1998
On The Quad

the retirement of Anthony
Munoz.
A good ground game would
take the pressure off quarterback Jeff Blake who hope
rebound from a shaky '97 campaign.
Blake was a Pro-Bowl performer three years ago. but was
replaced by Boomer Esiason
after leading the Bengals to a
3-8 beginning last year. Thank
to the retirement of Esiason,
Blake is once again the man at
the controls.
First-round d r a f t pick
Takeo Spikes and Brian
Simmons both reported to minicamp. however only Spikes
participated in full-contract
drills. (An injury clause could
not be worked out between the
Bengals and Simmons' agent)
Both Spikes and Simmons are
projected to start at linebacker
in their first season.
The Bengals seem to have a
rather talented team as they
head into the '98 season.
However, that doesn't mean
you will see them in the
postseason.
It seems like every year
Cincy has the makings of a
playoff club, but they stumble
out of the blocks and are
quickly eliminated .

Read
stimulating
commentary
The Guardian

Money:
Baseball's
demise?
Commentary by
DAVID BIDDLE
Staff Writer
Alter the Major League Baseball players strike in 1994, many
feared our national past-time would
never recover. That particular season marked thefirsttime since 1904
tlie World Series was not played and
had lifelong fans of the game swearing they would never again set foot
into a baseball stadium.
However, thanks to a slew of
new ballparks around the league ard
several emerging stars, baseball is
alive and well. At least for now.
A new problem has emerged in
baseball, a problem that is far too
familiar to many of us: money.
The league at the turn of the
century seems to be split into two
sections: large-market teams and
small-market teams. Franchises that
hail from New York. Chicago, Allan ta and Los Angeles ha ve a distinct
advantage over teams from Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Milwaukee and
Montreal. Why? Because most of
the large-market clubs have a national television contract which
pumps millions and millions of dollars into the team's budget
Don't get me wrong, every team
in baseball has a television contract
of some sort, but compare a TV
contract that televises about 50games
locally to WGN in Chicago which
televises most Cubs and White Sox
games nationally. There is no comparison.
Until baseball figures out how to
give the small market teams more
money the gamewillsufferand teams
will be forced to move.

Order Your Graduation
Announcements Today at...
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Fairborn, OH 45324
Next to Chi-Chi's

Good EveninaCommuters
6:00-8:00pm
Wednesday, May 20,1S98
On The Quad

Free Snacks and Drinks
Will 8e Avaiiaoie
(Rain S i g h t s w i l l be p o s t e d . )

or Tom at 775-5570

Sponsored by Student Life |

A DEGREE ABOVE THE REST!
STORAGE INNS OF AMERICA
•434-8282
6400 Bigger Rd.
Moraine
293-5858
| 2651 W. Alex-Bell Rd.

885-7665
10500 Springboro Pk. !
' Huber Height
|K . ' 233-8626
6304 Brandt Pk.
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Rugby making a start at Wright State
versity of Dayton. He is coaching the team for free.
"1 coach because of my love
The sport of rugby will be for the game" said Combs.
appearing on the Wright State Combs played rugby at Boston
College, in the military and in
campus.
A club team comprised of Japan.
The goal of the club team is
students from Wright State will
be
competing
on
an to find sponsors and in the fuintercolligiate level. Rugby is ture make rugby a scholarship
a sport that is played world sport at Wright State.
Sponsorship is important for
wide.
New Zealand.South Africa, the team because of the cost of
Australia and Europe arc the uniforms, equipment and
travel. The president of the
hot spots for rugby.
The coach of the Wright Wright State Rugby ClubChris
State team is Chris Combs a Wright wants to start a tradifirst year law student at the Uni- tion at WSU.
By DAVID COBLE
Assistant Sports Editor

"We want to start a competitive contact sport and create a new tradition here at
Wright State." Wright also has
a deep love of the game.
"If John Cooper offered me
a scholarship to Ohio State to
play football 1 would turn him
down so I could play rugby."
Another goal of the club is
to create both a men's and
women's team.
"Rugby is a sport where anyone can play. We can find a
postion for all types of people.
The sport has position for anyone," said Combs.
The first game for the

Wright Stale team will be on
May 16 at Ohio State.
The only home game for
the WSU team will be on May
30 when they host Ohio State.
If you arc interested in joing
the team contact Chris Wright
at 775-6797 or Andrew Goldy
at 775-6059.

Up next:

May 16 at Ohio State
May 30 vs. Ohio State

Catch all
Raider
Tourney
Action in
The
Guardian

Assorted snakes and geckos for sale. Call Dave
775-6569 or leave a name and number @ 940-5034
w i l l noi lie appearing ah
this week's Mob Monday
on the first Thursday
of every month

pul a pair oF Nultehx So
rheir May 12 show ah hlie

featuring the

Raymond Herring
Quarter

Newport w i l l ! Come win

A local great on the alto-saxophone
1

^•Jun>tla>. May 7. \m
^ • Dayton \r( Institute

admission is S6 for non-members.
\
Free for members.
\
/gig

Includes snocks. odmission
lo the galleries and a cash bar

free hicltehs on M;iy II.

Mob Mondays
in the Rat

Bands this week (May II):

Hipparoox and HIE Neapolitan
Orchestra

u/u/su

Sponsored by;

Too Dons productions
W016C Student Union
| Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435
Phone: 1937) 940-6194
Wanna playP
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According to Dan Abrahamlation of tickets and just not paying
for them. They don't seem to care." owicv, SG advisor, the rock appears
to be interfering with the beautificasaid Wright.
The Guardian
UPDATE
SG also spoke of the upcoming tion process taking place out front.
W 0 1 6 C Student
Faculty Senate vote on the prop< >sed Some ideas for a new spot were on
Union
reform of WSU's General Educa- the quad or along University Blvd.
Wright State
needs editorial comments
tion program. The new program by the Student Union.
By KIM FRICKE
University
WSU needs 12 interested stufrom its readers. Please send
would change the current three credit
Staff Writer
Dayton, O H 45435
hour system to a four credit hour dents to visit three local high schools.
"letters to the editor" to:
s001ncn@discover.wright.edu
base. A letter written by James Sayer, These students would speak on their
(FAX:775-5535)
Parking policics might be changFaculty enate president, urging the own transition from high school to
ing at WSU for the upc<uning school
Faculty Senate to support the pro- college, what helped them choose
year. Tykiah Wright, dircctorof Stuposal wascireulated. "J believe you'll their major and what social life in
dent Services,reportedat this w eek's
Local manufacturing company is now accepting applications Student Government meeting a dis- conclude that there is an overwhelm- college entails. These visits will beheld May 29 from 9 a.m. to 2 p in.
ing and compelling amount of evifor fun OP part time positions. Excellent payi Flexible hourscussion of a price increase for park- dence that demands support lor the A l l those interested contact Rich
ing pennits. There is also talk of
around your school schedule. Apply in person at:
GE proposal, and it is upon that Garrett. SG president.
restructuring the fine in general.
Jason Lansdale, student election
evidence that I seek your positive
Under the new policy, if a permit
commissioner, announced debates
vote next Monday." wrote Sayer.
holder has multiple violations, the
Also discussed at SG was the held April 29 in the Atrium went
811 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairtiorn.
ticketer would be authorized to have
relocation of the painted rock found well and a turn out of 70 people.
Convenient access from Rt. 235 and 1-875.
the car towed.
Women's Appreciation Night
along Colonel Glenn.
"People are getting an accumuSMOKE & DRUG FREF. ENVIRONMENT
tickets will go on sale May 6 for S7.
Surveys w i l l be passed out this week
for nominations. Student Government meetings are held every Friday
Come And Tun Bear At The Home Of...
in El57 at 5 p.m.

We want to hear from YOUi

THHTMONEY FOR COLLEGEf

ALI INDUSTRIES, INC.

TAN-O-RAMA

WSU OMBUDS OFFICE

• 3 2 Bulb Super Bed

Commonly
Unbearable.

2(1 Visits for only ^ 4 0 " ° !
2 5
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20 Visits only
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•«

/
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DEPRESSION

1128 N. Broad St., Fairborn Plaza

NEED
EXTRA MONEY?

•:

Unexpected Bill To Pay?
^
School Supplies or Vacation Money?*

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

J
•

Over $400 in Cash and Prizes

C u n t e s t e n t s must be s i g n e d in by 8:30 p
All Monday night winners (1st, 2nd & 3rd placeI
will quality tor the $15,000 Bikini Finals to be held
the week ot July 20th. 1998!
EXCLUSIVLY AT:

•
J

DONATE at Centeon Bio Services
Earn up to $200 your first month!
DONATE

•
J
•
•

•iOO

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
960 Miamisbuni-CentetYille Road ^ ^
l-75exiH4. 3mileseasta!theDiyttnMallonSIRI 725

Totally Nude!

•
•
•
•
•

$ 2 0 4th t i m e
+ $ 3 0 Sth t i m e
—
——:
:
Total $140 In 21

•

Monthly^

NEW DONORS EARN:
$30 1st time
$35 2nd time
$25 3rd time
REGULAR DONORS
110 lb.-149 lbs.
SI 5 1st visit. 520 2nd
toys!!
i s o Ib.-t74 l b . .
51S 1st visit, S2S 2nd
175 l b . & up
$15 1st visit. $30 2nd

,
EARN:

,

visit

1

visit
visit

•Donations made in 7 days (Saturday thru Friday)
•Regular Doiors can earn up to $195 per month.

C Cer.teon
6NT
CON
Bio Sen-ice

Troy Ohio

335-XXXX

J
•

regularly to receive additional
"Bonus 8ucks*

• Cash Give-A-Ways

AK62195MIU
Kll

(937) 433-45

Totally Hot!

UNTREATED

TAN-O-RAIMA

'JiliiM!

DIAMONDS
CABARET
For More Information:

Subsequently
Fatal.

Mon.-Thurs. 7 a m - 3 a m
Fri. 7am - Midnight • Sat. & Sun. 10am - Midnight

/
M'mil. S t o p w i

Dangercxisly
Believable.

Bulb Regular Bed W i t h Built In Facials

Houn:

M55E. He!a\a
Dayton. CH - KTA. Bus 22
Phone 224-1973
Mon.-Thors • 6am-Spc\ Fri. * Saro-Spm S.c <fc Sun-

CLASSIFIEDS
A nn< urn cements
Employment
;><nc lump N. 1 .n Anpkv CA

EMAIL: V
CEDAR (R
Apply Out

t

appU aU.rfi*

July

Augu*l Of fur I

Pr»Khc».<"jJilLK*. Chevys. BMW *
Jc<|*. 4WD"t V.w jftJ "Ml free I
E»C A-M5* «»« luitcnt tatinfk

PLEASE CALL

775-4400
to order your
parking permit.
Choose Option 6.

AVOID WAITING IN LINE BY
CALLING 775-4400...
O R D E R Y O U R PARKING PERMIT*
T H R O U G H RAIDER EXPRESS!
After Registering...
STEP 1: Call Raider Express 775-4400.
STEP 2: Enter Social Security Number.
STEP 3: Enter Personal ID.
STEP 4: Choose Option 6.
STEP 5: Enter Term & Year 4/98
STEP 6: Choose Permit Option. .
STEP 7: Confirm

GANDHI: India in Shock

LAST DAY T O O R D E R T H R O U G H
RAIDER EXPRESS: 6/19/98
MON.-THURS. 7AM-9PM
FRI.
7AM-6PM.
SAT. 7AM-5PM
SUN. 12PM-5PM
•Foe complete puking iaform.tion, requat for permit .pplicuioo, or
credit c u d p u r s u e of permit. ple»te call P u k i n g and Tranipormion
77S-S690 or ttop by El38 Student Union.

Sexual Assault Awareness Week
May 11-15

Katie Koestner

'|Mn-YF?V' Pi-ggpntatinn—
Katie Koestner, a college
freshman, had been going
out wHH i fellow rtudeat
lor several weeks.
One night, after dinner at
arestaurant,ther went
back to ber dorm.
The dispute over what
happened next goes to the
1
core of an emotional
national debate.

Sponsored by:
Student Life,
Residence Services,
Campus Climate,
Women's Studies Prog.,
Women's Center,
Education and Human Services,
Judicial Affairs, UAB,
Engineering and Computer Science,
Science and Math,
School of Medicine, Liberal Arts,
Business Administration,
Nursing and Health, Lake Campus,
Professional Psychology

Tues., May 12
7:00 PM
Med Sci. Aud.
Free-Open to Public

For More Tnfo Call Student Life: 775-5543

COMICS
h t « p : / / w w w .
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mark

by Mark Parisi

1 Ujisd YoO MOOLQATOO 7tiAT £V£RY
T/M£ XrAJ7TR7WrCooM,9ocvA£ur.
n"S DArA^GlrtG tAV S£i.£-£<5»7£Z/4...

Term papers

www.offthemark.com

ATLANTIC FEATURE Q11

Kinko's is here to make your life easier
Let us help you add impact to your project with color
or access the Internet for research.

Dayton, OH
2646 Col. Glenn Highway • 429-2585

kinko's

EXP 5.24 *98

off the mark

b y Mark Parisi

v-tow hJicE. A
VX/Q&Df -Thl£T
9£TuM KDDBgb'b W/Z.LHf/.PMf
-TfipcK >A*rA
AtAO^ATT ' '

Dayton, OH
2646 Col. Glenn Highway • 429-2585

kinko's

AAC04S
oftthemark.

Make every day
Mother's Day.

COLLECT

rououi YOUR ouifi d i p
Invest in your career!

This is where you start...
We currently have select part-time and full-time branch customer
service representative opportunities available in our Dayton offices.
These positions offer a 4 to 5 day work week consisting of time
commitments ranging from 18-25 hours per week.
Qualifications would include a good math aptitude with prior
retail/sales experience. Communication and interpersonal skills
are essential to your success in these positions.
To investigate these or other opportunities with National City,
please visit our Dayton Human Resource Office located in the
lower level National City Center, 6 N. Main Street, Dayton, or visit
us on our Web site at ww-w.national-city.com.

